
Transform Hair Health with D'Serv Detox
Regrowth System & D'Serv Chebe Food
Strengthen Bundle

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE, USA, July 29,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- D'Serv

Healthy Hair Care proudly announces

the launch of their revolutionary D'Serv

Detox Regrowth System & D'Serv

Chebe Food Strengthen Bundle,

designed to tackle even the most

extreme hair loss cases. These

treatment bundles are not just a

product but a complete package,

integrating the groundbreaking D'Serv

PACC Hair Loss Solution formula, which

contains all the essential ingredients to

restore hair health and promote

regrowth.

D'Serv was founded by savvy and sassy, forward-thinking entrepreneur Angela Brown, who saw

her dream of serving others by giving them the highest quality products without compromising

With our innovative

products and personalized

approach, we are changing

the world of hair care one

strand at a time.”

Angela Brown

ingredients, become a reality.  The company is dedicated to

transforming stressed hair into healthy, radiant tresses. In

addition, they offer personalized consultations and

ongoing support to their valued customers.

A Unique Approach to Hair and Scalp Health

What sets D'Serv apart from other brands is its

comprehensive approach to hair and scalp care. Extreme

hair loss often involves the thickening of the scalp's

epidermis, creating a barrier that hinders follicle function. The D'Serv bundles address this issue

by removing the thickened skin and exposing and reopening the follicles to facilitate hair

growth.

The Detox Regrowth System includes the Apple Cider Strengthening Rinse, which effectively
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removes product build-up that can

block hair growth. This system,

combined with the Damage Reversal

Elixir Oil, stimulates the scalp,

alleviates itching, and promotes hair

thickening. The 1.0 derma roller, a key

tool in this bundle, enhances blood

circulation and improves product

absorption, ensuring the scalp and hair

receive maximum benefits.

Ingredients for Optimal Hair Growth

Angela Brown, the visionary behind

D'Serv, understands that hair growth

requires a balanced combination of

protein, moisture, detoxifying agents,

and stimulating ingredients. The D'Serv

bundles are formulated with high-

quality plant-based herbs, oils, and

precise mixtures designed to transform

stressed hair into a healthy state. The

inclusion of a scalp massager in the

bundle aids in relaxation and scalp

stimulation, creating an optimal

environment for hair growth.

Personalized Hair Care Consultations

To ensure customers achieve the best

results, D'Serv offers personalized

consultations. Their hair coaches are

available to guide customers in

selecting the right products and using

them at the appropriate times. By

understanding individual hair textures

and needs, they help customers restore their hair. CEO Brown states, “We help all textures and

stress situations. D'Serv helps damage from protective styles, wigs, weaves, braids, chemically

treated hair, and natural hair, giving the hair the memory back when the hair used to be

healthy.”

Success Stories and Testimonials

According to rising trailblazer Angela, “The success of D'Serv products is evident in the life-

changing stories of our clients. Toiya Teal is one such client who struggled with hair loss for

years. After using our products, she saw significant changes. Her story was so compelling that it
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was featured on Channel 24/30 News, and she continues to share her journey on our website.

Another inspiring story is that of Beverly Johnson, a cancer survivor who was told she would

never regrow her hair. After just two weeks of using D'Serv products, she witnessed hundreds of

strands returning.”

Upcoming Innovations

D'Serv is excited to announce the upcoming release of a new treatment in August –shampoo and

conditioner enriched with over ten herbs. This new formula targets stressful shedding, reverses

hair loss, and repairs broken bonds and follicles. This innovation is set to revolutionize the hair

care industry, offering a powerful solution for those struggling with hair health.

D'Serv  Healthy Hair Care is committed to helping individuals regain their confidence through

healthy, beautiful hair. Angela states, “With our innovative products and personalized approach,

we are changing the world of hair care one strand at a time.”

For more information contact Angela Brown at Website: 

https://deservehealthyhair.com

LinkedIn: Angela Brown
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+1 877-833-5877 ext. 2

info@deservehealthyhair.com

Visit us on social media:
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/730461873
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